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Lesson plan 

The rule in Rylands v Fletcher 

Craig Beauman 

Here, Craig Beauman encourages students to lead a session using ‘flipped-learning’ by exploring and 

analysing a point of law for A-level. 

He also includes a teacher’s 5-minute lesson plan for the relevant class. 

Activity 
Students should get into three groups. Each group should be allocated one of the three tasks that 

follow. A carousel system can be used, or each group presents on an individual task to the other two 

groups. The tasks should be completed in conjunction with Andrew Mitchell’s article, ‘From a flood to a 

trickle? The modern rule in Rylands v Fletcher’ (A-LEVEL LAW REVIEW, Vol, 16, No. 2, pp. 18–22). 

Tort law and the rule in Rylands v Fletcher: the context 

The initial inferior court’s decision in the case of Rylands v Fletcher (1868) remains a baffling and 

confused judgment. If it wasn’t for a present, singular judge’s dissenting argument in that original 

court, then there would not have been an appeal to what is now the Supreme Court and the 

subsequently created ‘rule’ in Rylands v Fletcher, which remains a fundamental part of tort law to this 

day. 

Whether the rule in Rylands v Fletcher is simply a hybrid of negligence and private nuisance, or a 

combination of both, the ‘recent’ case of Transco v Stockport MBC (2003) has legitimised the rule’s 

continuity. 

In the original 1868 case, R had contracted builders to construct a reservoir on his property. The 

contractors came across numerous mine shafts on R’s land that had been improperly filled in, and, if 

the area was to be flooded as part of R’s building plan, without remedial work would cause future 

problems. Ignoring that fact, and failing to fill the shafts properly, the contractors continued to build the 

reservoir, which eventually flooded F’s neighbouring land and a mine on his property, rendering it 

useless, causing considerable financial loss to F. 

The original case went to the (equivalent of the) Court of Appeal, who ruled surprisingly in favour of R. 

The single dissenting judgment of Bramwell B led to the appeal to the then House of Lords, who 

affirmed his judgment and ruled that F had the right to enjoy his land, specifically the mine, without 

interference of his neighbour who brought something unnatural to his land and allowed that 

‘something’ to escape. That Court laid the founding precedent, as Lord Cranworth stated: 

‘the person who for his own purposes brings on his lands and collects and keeps there 

anything likely to do mischief if it escapes, must keep it in at his peril, and, if he does not do 

so, is prima facie answerable for all the damage which is the natural consequence of its 

escape’ 
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Despite the rule being rejected by many common law countries, it has nevertheless been recently and 

continuously supported by English courts, for example in Cambridge Water v Eastern Counties 

Leather (1994) and the Transco case. 

Task 1: key cases 

Students in this group should answer the following questions: 

1 What were the five requirements laid down in Rylands to establish the tort? 

2 What did Ellison v MOD (1997) establish in relation to ‘accumulation’? 

3 How did Hale v Jennings Bros (1938) add to the rule? 

4 What was the impact of Read v Lyons (1947) on the rule? 

5 What was the ruling in Transco in relation to the non-natural use of the land? 

6 How is the rule impacted upon in relation to remoteness of damage? 

Extension activity:  
7 Explain how the defence of an act of a stranger impacts upon the rule. 

8 How might the decision in Peters v Prince of Wales Theatre (1943) help avoid liability for the 

rule? 

Task 2: the scope of Rylands v Fletcher 

Complete the missing words:  

Liability under the civil law under the rule in _________ v Fletcher is clearly regarded as a 

particular type of nuisance. It has been established in that case and subsequently that the tort is a 

form of strict _________. 

In such cases, where a person allows an escape of a ‘thing’ non-natural to their land onto an adjacent 

piece of land causing __________, the defendant may be liable in the absence of any negligent 

conduct on their part. 

Since imposing liability without having to prove negligence is contentious, a cautious approach has 

been taken with regards to liability under the rule. Despite _________ law countries, such as Australia, 

and other legal jurisdictions, such as in Scotland, denouncing the rule, it remains steadfast in England 

following cases such as __________ v Stockport MBC (2003). 

Task 3: scenarios 

Consider the following three scenarios and identify any potential liability under the rule in Rylands v 

Fletcher. 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Adam and Barbara are 

neighbours. Barbara has just 

had a new and expensive lawn 

laid in her back garden. Adam 

works away from home a lot 

and rarely takes care or pays 

much attention to his back 

Charlie is a farmer who each 

year rents out a large field to a 

‘Monster Trucks’ travelling 

fairground attraction. One 

summer, a stuntmen driving a 

huge truck loses control of his 

vehicle and smashes through a 

Edith owns stables where she 

looks after several horses. 

During the afternoons, Edith 

takes the horses to an area 

where they can run about and 

graze in the long grass. 

However, one of the horses 
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garden, which is overgrown 

and full of weeds. About a 

month after Barbara’s lawn was 

laid, countless dandelion clock 

seeds spread from Adam’s 

garden to her new lawn, 

covering it with dandelions and 

ultimately ruining it. 

boundary fence, driving into 

Charlie’s neighbour Dawn’s 

house, severely injuring her as 

she watches television. 

decides to reach over a 

boundary fence and eat some 

of the leaves of a Yew tree 

belonging to her neighbour, 

Frank. The horse dies of 

poisoning as the leaves are 

poisonous to horses.   

Five-minute lesson plan for Rylands v Fletcher 

The big picture Students are researching a new topic on the rule 

in Rylands v Fletcher: the common law’s 

rationale, definition and development in practice. 

This is to be used in short- or long-answer, 

multiple-choice or to help answer a scenario-

type question. 

Objectives LO1: for students to develop an understanding 

of the rule in Rylands v Fletcher. 

LO2: for students to analyse the law in this area. 

LO3: to enable students to identify key cases in 

this area of law.  

LO4: for students to be able to apply this 

knowledge to a given scenario and conclude 

liability. 

AfL LO: for students to achieve their individual 

targets on this topic on their differentiated 

tracking sheets. 

Engagement Complete wall displays: pictogram on the rule in 

Rylands v Fletcher and the application of the law 

in practice. 

Complete a wall display: the key cases for the 

rule in Rylands v Fletcher. 

Add to the class exemplar folder. 

1-2-1 demos. 

Stickability 5–10 key points on the rule in Rylands v 

Fletcher and its scope.  

ILAC or IDEA method of tackling scenario 

question: 
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I = Issues: what's happening? For example, X 

punches Y, breaking his nose... 

L = Law: what is the law in such a situation? 

ABH? GBH? 

A = Application: apply the definition of ABH or 

GBH to the scenario. 

C = Conclusion: what does the candidate think 

— guilty or not guilty, and why? 

Attainment for learning Use individual tracking sheet for sub-topics on 

the rule in Rylands v Fletcher. 

Students should know their minimum target 

grade and their aspiration grade and how to 

‘bridge the gap’. 

Learning episodes Task 1: demonstration/discussion (teacher-led: 

key questions) — what we have found out about 

the rule in Rylands v Fletcher and its cases.  

Task 2: demonstration/discussion — what are 

the missing words? 

Task 3: demonstration/discussion (teacher-led: 

scenario-based Question) — what does our 

research tell us about potential situations in 

relation to the rule in Rylands v Fletcher? 

This resource is part of A-LEVEL LAW REVIEW, a magazine written for A-level students by subject 

experts. To subscribe to the full magazine go to www.hoddereducation.co.uk/lawreview 
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